UNLOCK THE VALUE
OF YOUR DATA TO
MAXIMISE PRODUCTIVITY

FieldView is the digital farming
platform from Bayer that allows
users to collect, visualise, share
and analyse their farm data,
all from a single platform.

FieldView is powerful yet simple to
use and is compatible with most
yield mapping combines or ISOBUS
equipment. It allows users to collect
data directly from the field in real
time and access it from anywhere.

The tools in FieldView allow
quick, accurate analysis to make
the best decision possible:
whether that’s choosing next
year’s varieties, understanding
the performance of a particular
product, or managing harvest.

ALL DATA IN ONE PLACE
Data from your operations is combined with
satellite imagery to allow up to date crop
monitoring and performance analysis.
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In this example
FieldView was used to
monitor the performance
of a PGR in spring barley
which was applied to parts
of the field (see FieldView
application map). The
effect of the PGR was
evident in the subsequent
satellite imagery where the
untreated areas appear
more green due to lodging
(see FieldView scouting
map). FieldView was
used to carry out yield
analysis by overlaying the
application data and yield
map. This showed a yield
benefit of 4.8% where
the PGR had been used.

FieldView connects to your drill,
spreader, sprayer or combine via
the FieldView Drive to seamlessly
collect all your data in one place.
The FieldView Drive is an
in-cab device that plugs into
your equipment, capturing
both machine and field data. It
connects your equipment to your
iPad via Bluetooth; monitoring
and displaying your data as
you pass through your fields.

See 5 minute setup here.

HEAR WHAT FARMERS ARE SAYING ABOUT FIELDVIEW
FieldView is plug
and play and allows
instant access to
data

FieldView is
supporting better
decision making

FieldView integrates
with existing farm
machinery
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INTEGRATION WITH OTHER FARM SOFTWARE

DATA
We take data protection very seriously. Data created by a farmer in FieldView
or generated by their machinery, is owned by that farmer and should be easily
managed. Farmers are in control over who their data is shared with and how.
Data collected in FieldView is not shared with or sold to any third party.

SIGN UP
To find out more about FieldView, please visit
cropscience.bayer.co.uk/fieldview/ or register
your interest here and one of the team will be in touch.
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